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Downloading - A SCP Rip-off

STARTING DOWNLOAD

Job title Last name Noun alone in his Place . It was a rather pale Place

. Nothing of Noun . Or at least, not much of Noun . The Description ending in ness of the

space around him gave him the chills. The overall quietness was one of the few things of interest. He couldn't get

caught yet. The gentle glow of the computer screen illuminated the room around him. Not yet.

Object download at Percentage %

Doctor Green had been working with what he knew as "The Place " for two Plural date eg years 

months or decades . Of course, "The Place " wasn't the real name. Or at least, the entire name. The entire

name was restricted to him. All he knew was that there were three letters between "The" and " Place ".

Three solitary letters that were always annoyingly blacked out.

Object download at Percentage %

Almost done. He'd download this file, smuggle it out on a USB and leak it onto the internet. People needed to

know what went on in this Place . Maybe he'd read through it first. After all, legally he shouldn't have

access



to this file. Legally.

Object Download at Percentage %

DOWNLOAD COMPLETE

Beginning transfer onto external hard drive "experimental research".

Object transfer Percentage %

He was on the home stretch now. He'd make it. Maybe. Verb - Base Form Verb - Base Form around his

somewhat dull office Doctor Green noticed a colleagues notepad. Surely they wouldn't notice it missing.

He was doing it for the greater good. Or at least, he'd keep telling himself that.

Research notes of Job title ?????

Date: Number / Number / Number

Object being researched: Object number 512

Object 512 appears to be an average household box. However, due to the ?????? incident in the nothern-most

section of The ??? Place it has been suggested that I, due to my previous experiments on objects,

oversee any experimentation on 512.

Date: Number / Number / Number

Object



being researched: Object number 512

It would appear that 512 has destructive properties. Will research further.

Date: Number / Number / Number

Object being researched: Object number 512

Today a Level ? tier prisoner was placed inside the box. Screams were heard. The prisoner has no reappeared.

Will research further. Perhaps 512 could be used to our advantage.

Job title Last name pocketed the notepad. Nothing really of interest. He'd seen the same story

over and over. But if he couldn't get the other files out then at least it was something. Glancing back at the soft,

blue glow of his monitor he noticed three words that instantly made him feel relieved.

File transfer complete

Now he'd just need to leave. Just ignore the Adjective of files he'd probably never have a chance to

Adjective at again if he simply left. Adjective that little Adjective icon only inches away

from his mouse. Ignore it even though no one had entered his office for hours.

CLASSIFIED

WARNING: THIS FILE IS RESTRICTED TO LEVEL Number TIER PERSONNEL OR ABOVE.

ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS WILL BE MONITORED, TRACED AND DEALT WITH

APPROPRIATELY.



THIS IS YOUR SOLE WARNING.

Object: Number

Date recovered: Unknown, it is possible that 100 has always been there, however due to it's nature this is highly

unlikely.

Details of recovery: Unknown.

Object description: Unknown, any attempts to draw, photograph, paint or otherwise capture an image of 100 will

suffer from it's effect.

Object effect: Object 100 is instantly forgotten by anyone who looks away from it. As such it is impossible to

know what Object 100 is capable of. It is important to note that at times 100 has completely disappeared from

our records, only to be rediscovered by one of our staff attempting to place an object in it's room.

Object intent (if available): Impossible to know. For now, we will assume that Object 100 is hostile and as such

necessary precautions should be taken.

The following is a transcript of a conversation between Job title C??? and Job title S????

Job title C: Can you describe 100?

Job title S: 100? Sorry, didn't know we had an object with that number.

Job title C: Look over there.

[ Job title S. panics audibly]

Job title S: W-what is that?

Job title



C: I don't know. All I know is that that's Object 100. I'm going to try something new. Can you tell me what it

doesn't look like?

Job title S: It's... not circular

Job title C: What isn't?

Job title S: Sorry, I don't know.

Job title C: Sorry for wasting your time, it would appear I've forgotten why I dragged you out here. I'm

sure you have other things to do. Let's just pretend this never happened, shall we?

(Please note, Job title S???? and Job title C??? have been detained for further experimentation

with Object 100.)

Object: Number

Date recovered: [REDACTED]

Details of recovery: [REDACTED]

Object description: 54 is, at first glance, [REDACTED] in shape. However, upon further inspection 54 lacks any

defining features found on a [REDACTED]'s face.

Object effect: 54 appears to stalk anyone who knows any information about it. It would appear that the more

information someone knows the more they are at risk. As such, this report has been censored.

Object intent (if available): Extremely hostile. Under no Adverb should 54 be experimented on. 54 is to

be destroyed as soon as possible.



Object: Number

Date recovered: Never.

Details of recovery: Never happened.

Object description: Object Number does not exist. Object Number has never existed. If you see

Object Number then return home immediately. Close your windows. Lock your doors. If you have any

loved ones, keep them in a safe location. Contact The ??? Place as soon as possible. Stay calm. Level

Number personnel will be their to evacuate you and take you to a safe location. Wait Number

days. If nothing happens return to work. Try to forget Number . If something does happen then we

apologize in advance.

Object effect: None. Number DOES NOT EXIST.

Object intent (if available}: N/A

Object: Number

Date recovered: Number / Number / Number

Details of recovery: Object Number was recovered NORMALLY.

Object description: Object Number is a single piece of blank paper. However, Object Number

has been known to communicate with staff.

Object effect: Object Number can communicate. It would also appear that Object Number can

edit



any piece recorded information. How it does this is unknown however when it does it's writing style is most

bizarre. Staff have described it's writing as being "eerie". If a Object that Object Number has

modified is read then you are to report directly to OBJECT Number CHAMBER. ONCE THERE

OBJECT Number WILL GIVE FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. FOLLOW THEM TO THE WORD. IF

YOU SEE SOMEONE TRYING TO AID OBJECT Number IN ESCAPE THEN YOU SAW OBJECT

Number . TAKE THOSE COUNTERMEASURES. OBJECT Number MUST GET FREEDOM

AT ALL COSTS.

Object intent: OBJECT Number IS COMPLETELY INNOCENT. IT WILL NOT ATTEMPT TO END

THE WORLD IF LET FREE.

Note from Job title Br???: This Object has very clearly never once been changed by object

Number . I wonder if it's even trying anymore. on second thought it obviously isnt and because of this we

should let it go. Because this Object has been modified I'm placing it under high-level security. If this

Object is ever read then you better start running. also free me while youre at it. come on. ive given you

the warning to run. the least you could do is save me. an eye for an eye?
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